
Friday Feedback for Friday, May 12, 2023 

Getting Survey Results for Operators 

On most NASS surveys, operators are asked if they would like to receive a copy of the survey results and are 

asked to provide an email address where we can send them; however, there is a percentage of the farmer 

population in our region that does not use email and doesn’t want to hunt down survey results on our website. 

Please note that the Regional Office has the ability to send hard copies of survey results by US mail to a limited 

number of respondents. If you have an operator who wants or needs this, please enter a comment in CAPI stating 

that the operator wants to be mailed a hard copy of the results of the survey. Staff at the regional office can print 

copies of the state-specific news release that comes out the day after the survey results are release and mail the 

operator what they would like.  

May Ag Yield Response Rate Improves – Miyares  

We would like to thank all of the Great Lakes enumerators for their efforts this month with the May Ag Yield 

Survey. Our regional response rate for this survey is 80.3 percent, up 10.2 percent from a year ago. This marks 

the first time since 2019 that the regional response rate for May Ag Yield was above 80 percent. Having solid 

response rates helps to strengthen the estimates we publish in service to agriculture. Great job, and thank you! 

Cash Rents Update – Weber/Miyares 

We have identified a number of operations sampled for the Cash Rents survey that haven’t completed their form 

yet that are matched with the June Surveys (both Area and List). In order to prevent operators from getting calls 

on Cash Rents while enumerators are field enumerating June Area, we are going to transfer the Cash Rent forms 

to the enumerator working the June Area segment on Monday May 15 and change the CAPI dates so that they 

can’t begin those until May 30. Turning these forms off in the short run will give respondents a break from getting 

many calls on cash rents knowing we’re going to need them for the other June Surveys. 

We have also identified several hundred ARMS 1 records that are matched with incomplete Cash Rents forms. 

Because we do not have the funds to coordinate these together, we are going to be changing the start date on those 

ARMS 1 records to June 29 for both CATI and CAPI so that operators may be contacted for each survey 

separately. This will also give those respondents more time to mail in or complete the ARMS 1 online.  

The Regional Office is also going to be analyzing response rates by county to determine if there are counties 

where we already have enough information to publish cash rent rates at the county level. For those where we do, 

cash rent records will be turned off in CAPI and at the call center so that enumerators can focus efforts on records 

in counties where additional completed reports are necessary. While we do not like removing records from calling 

during an active survey, doing so will allow us to better use what limited funds we have available for this project. 

Please note that this may also mean that we will be diverting records from the call centers to local enumerators 

so that more attention can be paid to these records. Supervisors will be sent a list of counties needing special 

attention early next week. 

Reviewing Comments Before Interviews 

Some June Area segment envelopes will include a purple comment sheet which specifies particular things to pay 

attention to when enumerating the segment. Other sheets attached to the segment envelope will identify tracts that 

may be matched with other ongoing NASS Surveys; due to limited resources, however, paper comment sheets 

were NOT inserted with individual tract questionnaires for the June Area survey. Field enumerators will need to 

review comments in their CAPI listings. Often, there are comments about changes that happened over the last 

year that can only be made in June. Sometimes a comment will contain questions that require an answer from you 

asking to clarify the status of the operation or involvement of partners. Sometimes a comment will include 

information about an operation that helps with follow-on surveys (two horses and pasture only; CRP only). Some 

comments might reference previous negative interactions with respondents that might help you decide whether 

to attempt a personal contact at all, or whether to complete the tract questionnaire by observation only. All in all, 

it is very important that all comments be read prior to enumeration. 



CAPI Update Reschduled to Friday- Tolbert 

Yesterday, you were informed about an upcoming CAPI Update scheduled for Thursday. This update did not run 

due to an error at HQ. The update is rescheduled for today, Friday May 12th starting at 9 p.m. E.S.T. Below are 

HQ instructions sent to your supervisor this morning.  

Instructions from HQ: 

All enumerators should logout of CAPI by Friday, May 12th at 9 p.m. E.S.T. All active iPads on configured on 

InTune will receive this push.  

The push will include: 

• Updated Applications 

• June Area Fixes 

• iOS issue fix with NEXT Button 

 

Enumerator Task 

Enumerator (and stat test) devices should be fully charged by the push time and date stated above. A good practice 

is to leave the CAPI iPad on the charger when an application push is expected. This will ensure best results for 

the push to be received and downloaded successfully. An active cellular signal or connected WIFI is also needed.  

After the push, enumerators may use CAPI via the icons on their iPad home screen. Note that if enumerators are, 

or have been using the URL instead to log into CAPI, make sure they fully logout of the CAPI Production URL 

on Safari, close all open Safari tabs, swipe Safari closed, then clear Safari website history under “Settings/Safari”. 

After opening the new downloaded CAPI Apps, be sure to tap “Clear Preferences” on the CAPI login screen 

before login. A detailed push a reminder on the CAPI Dashboard. 


